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Changes Since NAUTILUS System Version 1.1.1 
 

-Expansion of PROGRAM bank and WAVESEQ bank  
[Improvements] The KORG bank in PROGRAM mode has been expanded from 20 
to 40 banks, allowing more programs to be saved and sound libraries to be loaded. 
Similarly, the Wave Sequence bank has been expanded from 15 to 20 banks. 
Related pages have been changed in accordance with the bank expansion. 

 

-KRONOS PCG file support 
[Improvements] Support for loading PCG files saved with the KRONOS has been 
added, allowing you to use tones created with the KRONOS with NAUTILUS. 
* KRONOS-specific functions and NAUTILUS-specific functions will not be 
reproduced correctly. 

 
-General 
[Bug fixes]  
In addition to those listed above, various other minor improvements and bug fixes 
are also included in this update. 

 
 

Changes Since NAUTILUS System Version 1.1.0 
 
-General 

[Bug fixes] 
Fixed a bug that caused incorrect behavior when the “Exit” button on the panel 
was pressed when the numeric keypad dialog was displayed. 

 
[Bug fixes]  
In addition to those listed above, various other minor improvements and bug fixes 
are also included in this update. 

 

 

Changes Since NAUTILUS System Version 1.0.1 
 

-Arpeggio Pattern Edit Page  
[Improvements] The layout of the entire screen has been revamped. 
 

-Step Sequencer Edit Page 
[Improvements] The layout of the entire screen has been revamped. 
 
 

 



-Added Swing Resolution parameter for Drum Track. 
[Improvements] Improved the behavior when using the RT control knob to control 
the Swing of the Drum Track. 
 

-Added pop-up screens 
[Improvements] Added a pop-up display of the information when the RT Control 
knobs, Octave, Transpose and Dynamics are operated. 

 
 

 
-General 
[Preload Data]  
Made minor improvements to the pre-installed data. 
 
[Bug fixes]  
In addition to those listed above, various other minor improvements and bug fixes 
are also included in this update. 

 
 

 

Changes Since NAUTILUS System Version 1.0.0 

Program mode (SGX-2) 
 

[Bug fixes]  
Damper noise did not sound in part of SGX-2 Program.  

This has now been fixed. 

 

-General 
 

[Preload Data]  
Made minor improvements to the pre-installed data and added demo songs. 

 
 

[Bug fixes]  
In addition to those listed above, various other minor improvements and bug fixes 

are also included in this update. 

 

 


